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� Introduction

A logic has interpolation if whenever we have two formulas � and � such that
� j� �� then there is a formula I��� �� in the common language of � and � �and
in our logic� of course� such that� � j� I��� �� j� �� This intermediate formula
is called the interpolant� By the language of a formula we mean the non�logical
symbols �i�e� the atomic actions and propositional constants� that occur in it� This
notion is familiar from 	rst�order logic� and is known there as Craig Interpolation
�
����
Some logics enjoy a much stronger interpolation property� namely uniform in�

terpolation� A logic has uniform interpolation if whenever � is a formula of our
logic and whenever L is a subset of the language of � then there is a formula in our
logic� I���L� such that� I���L� is a formula in the language L� � j� I���L� and
whenever � j� � and the common language of � and � is contained in L then also
I���L� j� �� Notice that the interpolant in this case only uses information about
�� not about any consequent of �� as with the weaker notion� First�order logic has
interpolation� but it does not have uniform interpolation� the information about
the consequent turns out to be essential in the 	rst order logic case �see section ���
We prove that the modal ��calculus �
��� has uniform interpolation �section ���

The theorem makes use of the ��automata of Janin and Walukiewicz 
��� Due to
the connection of ��automata with tableaux for the ��calculus �see again 
���� our
proof is thus in a sense proof�theoretic� Finitary polymodal logic �also known as
Hennessy�Milner Logic in the computer science literature� 
��� also enjoys uniform
interpolation� This was already proved in 
��� �amongst others� for ordinary modal
logic with a single modality� We present a proof using what we call modal automata
�section ��� Once these are de	ned� it is immediately clear that the proof for the
��calculus extends to polymodal logic� Finally� section � contains negative results
for in	nitary modal logic� Propositional Dynamic Logic �PDL� 
��� 	rst�order logic
and monadic second�order logic�





First� let us present some motivation for studying uniform interpolation�
Pitts 
�� proves uniform interpolation for intuitionistic propositional logic �just

another modal logic� as far as we are concerned� and demonstrates the connection
with implicit de	nability of second�order�like quanti	ers� To see this connection�
let � be a formula and consider the language L that contains all the symbols of �
except a single non�logical symbol R� Then the uniform interpolant I���L� has the
following properties�

� The symbols in I���L� are among L and hence R does not occur in I���L�
��R is not free in I���L����

�� � j� I���L� ���introduction��

�� If � j� � and � does not contain R then� I���L� j� � ���elimination��

Now� if we write I���L� as �R�� above then the connection with a second�order
existential quanti	er becomes clear� In 
��� these uniform interpolants are refered to
as propositional quanti�ers� re�ecting the view there that interpolation only deals
with propositional constants �quite natural of course� in a unimodal setting�� In our
current� broader setting� this name is not really applicable� as we may also quantify
over transition relations�
In the course of proving interpolation for the modal ��calculus� we will show

that it allows for second�order quanti	cation like this� However� the quanti	er is
not interpreted as standard second�order quanti	ers are� we will show that for
every non�logical symbol R in our language and for every formula �� there exists
a formula �R�� such that� M� s � �R�� i� for some N � t� bisimilar with M� s as
regards all symbols except R� N � t � �� This is not the same as second�order
quanti	cation� witness �p��haip � hai�p� which under the standard second�order
interpretation would mean� �there are at least two a�successors of the root� �which
is not invariant for bisimulation� hence not equivalent to any ��formula�� but under
the bisimulation�interpretation simply means hai��
A second� more practical� motivation for interpolation is argued for by Marx 
���

He argues that interpolation is a nice property to have if you are interested in the
modularity of databases� A formula � may be viewed as a description of some
database� say dealing with di�erent aspects of some reality� Uniform interpolation
says that the database may be split up into modules� such that if we submit a
query dealing only with a single aspect� we may restrict ourselves to querying the
corresponding module�

Interpolation is treated as a yardstick for logics in the enterprise known as taming
logics �
�� and 
��� In this enterprise it is simply assumed given that interpolation
is a desirable property of logics� Logics that do not have interpolation �and�or other
properties� such as decidability� are tamed� i�e� they are restricted to fragments that
do have these properties� Of course� if a logic that has interpolation is considered
tamed� a logic that has uniform interpolation may be considered not only tamed�
but even house�trained�
Some of the modal logics we study may be considered house�trained versions

of the logics in which they are embedded� For instance� polymodal logic may be
considered a fragment of 	rst�order logic� This fragment has many advantages
over the full 	rst�order language� it has the 	nite model property �hence validity
is decidable�� it has a 	nite axiomatization without using side�conditions such a
�x is not free in �� �i�e� a Hilbert�style inference system� see 
��� and it has uni�
form interpolation� The only drawback seems to be that it is less expressive� But
the expressivity of 	rst�order logic and polymodal logic is the same if we are only
interested in properties that are invariant for bisimulation�

�



For a comparison of meta�logical properties of the modal ��calculus and those
of monadic second�order logic �in which the former can be embedded�� note that
it too has the 	nite model property and that it enjoys uniform interpolation� So
the comparison is even more favorable in the second�order case as monadic second�
order logic does not even have interpolation� let alone uniform interpolation �see
section ���
In the setting of 	nite model theory �
��� such a distinction may also be found in

the comparison of modal logic with 	rst�order logic� Polymodal logic has uniform
interpolation also in this setting �because of the 	nite model property�� while 	rst�
order logic does not even have interpolation when we restrict to 	nite models �
���

���� Yet� also in the 	nite model case� 	rst�order logic is as expressive as modal
logic when we restrict to bisimulation�invariant properties �
�����

� Preliminaries

We de	ne some notions necessary to our interpolation proof�
First of all� we consider languages L built up from a set P of proposition con�

stants and a set A of atomic actions as follows� there is a single constant sr �for
�source��� each p � P is a unary predicate symbol of L and for each a � A there is
a binary relation symbol Ra in L�
If L is such a language� then a process graph for L is nothing but a model for

this language� we will accordingly also refer to process graphs for L as �L�models��
A process graph without information about its source is a transition system� A
process graph will sometimes be denoted as �M� s�� whereM is a transition system
and s is some element in the domain ofM� intended to be the source�
If the L�modelM is clear from the context� we write s

a
� t for �s� t� � RMa � where

the latter is the interpretation of Ra inM� For each a � A� the set of a�successors of
a point s in a modelM is de	ned as� succa�s� �� ft j s

a
� tg� The set of successors

of s �not relativized to a speci	c action� is de	ned as succ�s� ��
S
a�A succa�s��

Given a language L as above and an in	nite set of variables V ar� the language
of the modal ��calculus is de	ned as the smallest set L� such that�

� P � V ar 	 L��

�� L� is closed under the booleans � and 
�

�� If � � L� and a � A then hai� � L��

�� IfX � V ar only occurs positively in � �i�e� under an even number of negations�
then �X�� � L��

We call formulas in this set ��formulas� If we want to stress the language� we
speak of L�formulas� The language of a formula � is simply the set of propo�
sitional constants and atomic actions that are mentioned in �� We denote it by
L����
A �X�operator binds occurences of X in the usual way� the notion of closed

��formula is then obvious� Another nomicker for closed ��formulas will be ��

sentences�
Given a model M and a valuation V � V ar � ��M� �where we denote the

domain of M with M itself�� a ��formula is interpreted in M as 

���V � de	ned as

�



follows�


p��V �� pM



X ��V �� V �X�


����V �� M� 

���V


� 
 ���V �� 

���V � 

���V


hai���V �� fs � M j 

���V � succa�s� � �g


�X����V ��

T
fS 	M j 

���V �X��S� 	 Sg

where V 
X �� S� is similar to the valuation V except that X is assigned to S� Note
that 

�X����V is the least 	xed point of the monotone operator S �� 

���V �X��S��
Note also that for sentences � the valuation becomes irrelevant and we may unam�
biguously write 

���� We will often denote s � 

��� �for a sentence �� byM� s � �

or simply s � �� We write M � � i� srM � �� that is� if the source �or �root��
satis	es ��

De�nition ��� Let M and N be two L�models and let Z 	 M � N � Z is a
bisimulation between M and N �notation Z �M�N � if�

�� srMZsrN 	


� Z�connected points agree on the proposition constants� if sZt then s � p i�
t � p for every unary p in L�

�� s
a
� s� and sZt implies that there is a t� such that s�Zt� and t

a
� t�	

� Vice versa� if sZt and t
a
� t� then there is an s� with s

a
� s� and s�Zt��

Two models M and N are bisimilar �notation M�N � if there exists a bisimula�
tion between them� If M and N are models of respectively L� and L�� both of which
contain L� then an L�bisimulation between M and N is a relation Z satisfying
the above clauses just for the symbols in L� The notion of L�bisimilar models is
de�ned accordingly �notation Z �M�LN � M�LN �� �

A sentence � in some language that can speak about transition systems is in�
variant for bisimulation if whenever Z �M�N then � holds inM i� it holds
in N � The notion is thus a generalization of the clause for unary predicates in the
de	nition of bisimulation� It is a well�known fact that ��sentences are invariant for
bisimulation� It should then be obvious that any L�sentence �that is� a ��sentence
that only uses symbols from the language L� is invariant for L�bisimulation� This
is all we will use� although we would like to point out an interesting converse� Janin
and Walukiewicz �
��� prove that any monadic second�order logic sentence that is
invariant for bisimulation must be equivalent to a ��sentence�

Polymodal logic is a subsystem of the modal ��calculus� Its formulas consist
of all ��sentences that do not contain any variables� In�nitary polymodal logic

is an extension of �	nitary� polymodal logic� it allows disjunctions of arbitrary sets
of formulas instead of just 	nite ones�




�
��� ��

�

���



���

where � is a set of formulas�
It is easy to show that 	nitary or in	nitary polymodal formulas are invariant for

bisimulation� The notion of bisimulation can be 	ne�tuned somewhat to 	t more
closely with these sets of formulas� For this purpose we de	ne bounded bisimulations
�see for instance 
����

De�nition ��� Let � be some ordinal� An ��bisimulation between two models
M and N is a set of relations Z� with � � � such that�

�



�� The roots are connected via Z�	


� If s
a
� s� in M and sZ�t then for all 	 
 � there is a t� in N with t

a
� t� and

s�Z�t
�	

�� Vice versa�

In case of a successor � � �� we can replace 	 
 � in points ��� of de	nition ���
by 	 � ��
For all in	nitary modal logic formulas � there is an ordinal � such that � is

invariant for ��bisimulation� That is� if �Z����� is an ��bisimulation and sZ�t

then s � � i� t � �� This � may be taken equal to the degree or depth of the
formula� de	ned as follows�

d�p� �� �
d���� �� d���
d�
W
�� �� supfd��� j � � �g

d�hai�� �� d��� � 

Note that if � is 	nitary� then its degree is just a natural number� corresponding
to the depth from the source that is relevant to the formula�
For any natural number r� model M� and m � M� there exists a �	nitary�

modal formula �rm of degree r �the r�bisimulation type of m� such that for all
model �N � n� it holds� n � �rm i� �M�m� is r�bisimilar to �N � n�� Since there are
only a 	nite number of non�equivalent modal formulas of degree r� it follows that
there are only a 	nite number of equivalence classes with respect to r�bisimulation�

De�nition ��� A ��automaton ����� A is a tuple �Q��p��r� q�� ���� such that�

�� Q is a �nite set of states	


� �p is a �nite subset of P 	

�� �r is a �nite subset of A	

� q� � Q is the initial state	

�� � � Q� ���p�� ����r �Q�	

�� � � Q� N� �

We will also refer to such an automaton as a ��p��r��automaton� to stress the
language of the automaton� Given an L�modelM� a ��game of A onM �or� the
A�game onM� notation� G�A�M�� is played between two players� the Duplicator
and the Spoiler� as follows�

� The starting position is �srM� q�� �

�� If we are in a position �s� q� then the Duplicator has to make a move� De�
	ne L�s� as fp � �p j s � pg� �If �p is not clear from the context we
subscript L with the automaton A to disambiguate it�� A legal move for
the Duplicator consists of a marking m � �r � Q � ��succ�s�� such that
m�a� q�� 	 succa�s� for every �a� q

�� � �r � Q� and such that there exists a
D � ��q� L�s�� with�

�a� For all a � �r and all t � succa�s�� there is an �a� q
�� � D with t �

m�a� q���

�b� If �a� q�� � D then m�a� q�� � ��

�



�� If the Duplicator has just made a move� namely a marking m� the Spoiler
picks a t � m�a� q� �for some a � �r� q � Q�� The new position becomes �t� q��

Either player wins the game if the other player cannot make a move� An in	nite
game �srM� q���m�� �s�� q���m�� �s�� q���m� � � � is won by the Duplicator if�

minf��q� j q appears in	nitely often in the sequenceg

is even� We say thatM is accepted by A i� the Duplicator has a winning strategy
onM�
If the Duplicator has a winning strategy� he also has a winning strategy in which

each time a marking m is chosen and it is correct with respect to some D� then
m�a� q�� � � implies �a� q�� � D� So without changing which models are accepted
by A� we will build this condition into the de	nition of a correct move for the
Duplicator�
Janin and Walukiewicz �
��� prove that ��automata correspond precisely to ��

sentences� for every ��automaton A there is a ��sentence �A such that A accepts
M i� M � �A� Moreover� if A is a ��p��r��automaton then the corresponding
formula is also in this language� The converse also holds� for every ��sentence there
is an automaton A� such that A� acceptsM i�M � �� If the set of proposition
constants in � is �p and its set of atomic actions is �r� then the corresponding
automaton may be assumed to be a ��p��r��automaton�
Our automata di�er slightly from those given in 
��� they are more akin to

the de	nition given in 
��� The automata in their various guises are equivalent�
however�
Given a model M and a ��automaton A as above� an A�labeling of M is a

total function l �M� Q such that�

� l�srM� � q��

�� If l�s� � q then�

D�s� �� f�a� q�� � �r �Q j �t � succa�s��l�t� � q�g � ��q� L�s��

�� For any in	nite path srM � s�
a�� s�

a�� � � � inM�

minf��q� j there are in	nitely many si in the path s�t� l�si� � qg

is even�

Lemma ��� If a model M has an A�labeling then A accepts M�

Proof�

A winning strategy for the Duplicator ensures that the Spoiler may only play po�
sitions �s� q� with l�s� � q� On such positions� the Duplicator plays the marking
m de	ned by m�a� q�� �� ft � succa�s� j l�t� � q�g� which is a correct move with
respect to D�s�� �

Remark	 Note that a labeling on a model gives us a winning strategy in which
markings may be chosen disjoint with respect to states� m�a�� q�� �m�a�� q�� � �
if q� � q�� Walukiewicz claims to have proved that for any automaton there is an
equivalent one in which markings may always be chosen disjoint w�r�t� states�

The converse of lemma ��� does not hold in general� but it does hold modulo
�p � �r�bisimulation�

�



Theorem ��
 If M is accepted by A then there is a �p � �r�bisimilar model M
which has an A�labeling�

Proof�

If M is accepted by A then the Duplicator has a winning strategy for the game
G�A�M�� LetM be the following model�

� Its domain consists of all 	nite initial segments of games played according to
the Duplicator�s winning strategy� ending in a move by the Spoiler �or in the
starting position��

�srM� q���m�� �s�� q��� � � � �mn� �sn� qn�

�� p holds at a sequence � �s� q� ifM� s � p�

�� For every a � �r� an a�successor of a sequence  is a sequence �m� �s� q� with
s � m�a� q��

�� The root ofM is �srM� q��� i�e� the starting position of any game�

First we prove thatM is �p��r�bisimilar toM via the relation Z that connects
any s �M precisely to those sequences that end in a position of the form �s� q��

� Trivially the roots are connected� The condition for proposition constants is
satis	ed by de	nition�

�� Suppose a � �r� s
a
� t and sZ� �s� q�� Let the Duplicator pick a marking

m according to his winning strategy� continuing the game � �s� q�� Then� by
de	nition of a marking� t � m�a� q�� for some q� � Q� So the Spoiler may
choose �t� q�� as his next move� which makes � �s� q��m� �t� q�� a legitimate
element ofM� which is an a�successor of � �s� q� and moreover� is connected
to t�

�� Let a again be an action in �r� Suppose s is Z�connected to � �s� q� and
let � �s� q��m� �t� q�� be an a�successor of � �s� q�� that is� t � m�a� q��� Then

s
a
� t� which is Z�connected to � �s� q��m� �t� q���

Now let l be a function that assigns q to every sequence � �s� q� in M� This
constitutes an A�labeling ofM� The root is labeled with the initial state� and the
��condition is trivially satis	ed� so we only need to verify the second condition of
labelings�
So consider  � �� �s� q�� The Duplicator�s winning strategy gives him a marking

m to continue this game on M� Suppose that it is a correct move w�r�t� D �
��q� L�s��� As t � m�a� q�� i� �m� �t� q�� is an a�successor of � the desired result
follows from the condition on correct markings that �a� q�� � D i� m�a� q�� � �� �

When A is a ��automaton and q � Q then �A� q� is de	ned to be the automaton
that di�ers from A only in that q is the initial state� A state q in a ��automaton A is
nonempty if the machine �A� q� accepts some model �i�e� its language is nonempty��
For any automaton A� either the initial state q� is empty� or it is equivalent to one
all of whose states are nonempty�

� Quanti�ers and uniform interpolation

In this section we prove the uniform interpolation theorem for the modal ��calculus�
It is done via an interpretation of second�order quanti	ers within the ��calculus
itself� This approach is inspired by 
��� and 
���

�



Theorem ��� Let � be a ��sentence and L its language� Let p be an arbitrary
proposition constant� Then there is a ��sentence � in the language L n fpg such
that�

M � � i� there is a model N with M�	Lnfpg
N � ��

Proof�

Let A � �Q��p��r� q�� ���� be an automaton for �� with L � �p � �r� Clearly� if
p � �p then � itself does not contain p� so we may simply choose � �� �� What
remains is the case that p � �p�
Let B be the automaton �Q��p n fpg��r� q�� ����� with�

���q� L� �� ��q� L� � ��q� L � fpg�

This is well�de	ned precisely because p is assumed an element of �p� B corresponds
to a ��sentence in the language L n fpg� We will prove that this formula satis	es
the requirements�
First we prove that any model accepted by A �that is� any model of �� is also

accepted by B� For if the Duplicator has a winning strategy for the A�game on
a model M� that same strategy is winning for the B�game on M� To see this�
consider a marking m played on a position �s� q�� chosen according to the Dupli�
cator�s winning strategy for the A�game� This m is correct with respect to some
condition D � ��q� LA�s��� If s � p then ��q� LA�s�� � ��q� LB�s� � fpg�� otherwise
��q� LA�s�� � ��q� LB�s��� in both cases D � ���q� LB�s��� So this condition D is
also available when we play the B�game and reach position �s� q�� Thus the same
marking may be played� In	nite games are no problem� because the ��function of
B is the same as that of A�
Next� suppose B accepts a modelM� We must prove that it is �Lnfpg��bisimilar

with some model accepted by A�
By lemma ��� there is a modelM� �L n fpg��bisimilar toM� with a B�labeling

l� We de	ne a subset P of the domain ofM� s � P i��

D�s� �� f�a� q� � �r �Q j �t��s
a
� t l�t� � q�g � ��l�s�� LB�s� � fpg�

If �M� P � is the model that di�ers fromM only in that the interpretation of p is P �
then �M� P � is still �L n p��bisimilar toM� but now l is an A�labeling for �M� P ��
For consider a point s inM with l�s� � q�� By de	nition of labelings� D�s� must
be in ���q� LB�s��� There are two cases to consider�

� D�s� � ��q� LB�s� � fpg�� Then s � P � so ��q� LA�s�� � ��q� LB�s� � fpg��

�� D�s� is not in ��q� LB�s� � fpg�� Then s � P and D�s� � ��q� LA�s�� �
��q� LB�s���

The other conditions of labelings are even more trivially satis	ed� simply because l
is a B�labeling and the initial state and the ��function are unchanged� �M� P � is
thus accepted by A� �

Remark	 There is an alternative proof of this fact� using the notion of ��extension
and a related lemma by Janin and Walukiewicz �
���� If � is some in	nite cardinal�
the ��expansion of a model M is the usual unraveling of M� but with at least
� many copies of each successor� It is straightforward to prove that two models
M and N are bisimilar i� there is some cardinal � such that the ��expansions
of M and N are isomorphic� Janin and Walukiewicz �
��� prove that for every
monadic second�order sentence � there is a ��sentence ���� such that � holds in the
��expansion of some modelM i� ���� holds inM itself �for any in	nite ��� Now �

in the above lemma must be equivalent to ���P��� ��P�� is monadic second�order
as ��sentences are equivalent to monadic second�order sentences��

�



Corollary ��� For any ��sentence � and every propositional constant p there is a
formula �p�� such that�

�� � j� �p��	


� L��p��� � L��� n fpg	

�� If � j� � and p � L��� then �p�� j� ��

To prove the corollary we need the following result�

Lemma ��� Let M� N be models for the languages L and L�� respectively� If
M�L�L�N � then there is an �L � L���model K which is L�bisimilar to M and L��
bisimilar to N �

Proof�

Fix an L � L��bisimulation Z betweenM and N � K is de	ned as follows�

� The domain is the disjoint union of f�m�n� � M�N � mZng� M� and N �
the root is srK �� �srM� srN ��

�� If k� k� �M and a is an action in L� then kRKa k
� i� kRMa k� �

If k� k� � N and a is an action in L�� then kRKa k
� i� kRNa k

� �

If a is an action in L � L�� then �m�n�RKa k i� k � �m�� n��� mRMa m�� and
nRNa n

��

If a is an action in �L n L�� then �m�n�RKa k i� k �M and mRMa k�

If a is an action in �L� n L� then �m�n�RKa k i� k � N and nRNa k�

�� For any p � L � L�� K� �m�n� � p i� p � L and M�m � p or p � L�

and N � n � p� If k � M �k � N � then K� k � p i� M� k � p �N � k � p�
respectively��

We claim that K is L�bisimilar to M via the relation S � f�m�m� � m �
Mg � f��m�n��m� � �m�n� � Kg� and L��bisimilar to N via the relation T �
f�n� n� � n � Ng � f��m�n�� n� � �m�n� � Kg� By symmetry we only need to prove
the claim for the relation S�

� The roots are connected by de	nition� If kSm and k � m then k�m satisfy
the same propositional constants by de	nition of the valuation in K� The
same holds if k � �m�n�� because then m and n are bisimilar and satisfy the
same propositional letters in L � L��

�� Suppose that kSm� Then k � N � If k � M then k � m� and the back and
forth conditions for a L�bisimulation are trivially satis	ed� If k � �m�n� with
mZn� the back and forth conditions for an action a in L n L� are satis	ed
because �m�n�RKa k

� i� k� � M and mRMa k�� Finally� consider a � L � L��
If �m�n�RKa k

�� then k� � �m�� n�� with mRMa m� and k�Sm�� Vice versa�if
mRMa m� then since Z is a L � L��bisimulation and mZn� there exists n � N
such that nRNa n

� and m�Zn�� Then �m�� n�� � K� �m�n�RKa �m
�� n��� and

�m�� n��Sm��

�

�



Proof of Corollary ����

We claim that the sentence � constructed from � as in Theorem �� enjoys the
desired properties� It is clear that � j� � and L��� � L��� n fpg� Let � be such
that � j� � and p � L���� We want to prove that for any �L��� � L�����modelM�
ifM � � thenM � ��
Let L��� � L��� � L� L��� � L�� and letM be an L�model such thatM � ��

By considering M as an L����model� by the property of � we know that there
exists an L��model N which is L����bisimilar to M and satis	es the formula ��
Since L � L� � L���� we can apply Lemma ��� to get an �L � L���model K which
is L�bisimilar to M and L��bisimilar to N � From K�L�N it follows K � �� from
� j� � it follows K � �� and fromM�LK we obtainM � ��

�

Remark	 Note that lemma �� gives us a satisfaction condition for �p��� M � �p��
i� there is some model N bisimilar to N with respect to all symbols in � except p
such that N � �� In some cases the existential quanti	er may be read as a classical
second�order quanti	er� for instance if � is monotonic in p� In fact� in the latter
case� �p�� is equivalent to �
p �� ���

Theorem ��� Let � be a ��sentence with L��� � L� Let a be an atomic action�
Then there is a ��sentence � with L��� � L n fag such that�

M � � i� there is a model N with M�	Lnfag
N � ��

Proof�

Let A � �Q��p��r� q�� ���� be an automaton for �� with L � �p � �r� If � is
unsatis	able� we may take � �� �� If � is satis	able� we may assume that Q does
not contain any empty states� So we may choose� for each q � Q� a modelMq with
an A�labeling lq�
Now de	ne the automaton B as �Q��p��r n fag� q�� ����� with�

���q� L� �� fD � ���r n fag��Q� j D � ��q� L�g

We prove that any model accepted by A is also accepted by B� For suppose
the Duplicator has a winning strategy for the A�game on M� We can transform
this into a strategy for the B�game� Let the Duplicator play two games at once�
an A� and a B�game on M� We control the Spoiler in the A�game� but we have
no control over him in the B�game� The Duplicator plays the A�game according to
his winning strategy� After �n moves �not counting the initial position as a move�
both the A�game and the B�game are in the same position� This is clearly true if no
moves have been made� then both games are at the same initial position �the initial
state of B is the same as that of A�� If we have reached a position �s� q� in both
games� let the Duplicator pick a marking m in the A�game according to his winning
strategy� This marking is correct with respect to some D � ��q� L�s��� We then let
the Duplicator pick m� �� m � ���r n fag� � Q� as his next move in the B�game�
This marking is correct with respect to D� �� D � ���r n fag� � Q� � ���q� L�s���
Now the Spoiler must choose some �b� q� � D� and some t � m��b� q� and play �t� q�
in the B�game� If he cannot pick such a position� the Duplicator wins the B�game�
If he can� we let the Spoiler pick the same position in the A�game� This gives us a
strategy for the B�game� It is a winning strategy� because any in	nite game comes
across the same positions as some A�game played according to the winning strategy
of the Duplicator for the A�game�
Now for the converse� SupposeM is accepted by B� Again� we may unravel this

model to the modelM such that this model is �L n fag��bisimilar toM and such

�



that it carries a B�labeling l� We de	ne a mapping d �M� ���r �Q�� as follows�
By de	nition of labelings� for every s in the domain ofM�

D�s� �� f�b� q� � ��r n fag��Q j �t��s
b
� t l�t� � q�g � ���l�s�� L�s��

So there must be some D � ��q� L� with D � ���r n fag��Q� � D�s�� Choose such
a D arbitrarily �there may be more than one� and 	x d�s� �� D�
Let N be the disjoint union of M and Mq for all q � Q� with the root of M

as its root and with some new a�transitions� namely an a�transition from s to the
root of Mq is added for every s � M� q � Q such that �a� q� � d�s�� Clearly the
embedding ofM into N is an �L n fag��bisimulation� Furthermore� l �

S
q�Q lq is

an A�labeling of N � so N is accepted by A� �

Corollary ��
 For any ��sentence � and every atomic action a � A there is a
formula �a�� such that�

�� � j� �a��	


� L��a��� � L��� n fag	

�� If � j� � and a � L��� then �a�� j� ��

Proof�

It follows from theorem ��� and lemma ��� as in corollary ���� �

Corollary ��� The modal ��calculus enjoys uniform interpolation�

Proof�

Let � be a ��sentence� Fix some L� 	 L���� Suppose

L��� �L� � fp�� � � � � pn� a�� � � � � amg�

Then the uniform interpolant is� �p� � � � �pn��a� � � � �am��� �

� Modal automata

In this section we 	nd conditions on ��automata that characterize the ones that
correspond to polymodal formulas� if A satis	es the conditions the corresponding
��formula is �equivalent to� a polymodal one� and to any polymodal formula cor�
responds such an automaton� This enable us to prove uniform interpolation for
polymodal formulas using the same proof we have for ��formulas�

De�nition ��� A state q � Q of a ��p��r��automaton A � �Q� ���� is a true

state if ��q� � � and for all L 	 �p� ��q� L� � ff�a� q� � a � ��rg � �
�
r 	 �rg�

Notice that if q is a true state the Duplicator has a winning strategy in any
game G�A� q�M� s�� that is� �A� q� accepts the class of all ��p��r��models�

De�nition ��� A ��p��r��automaton A is modal if�

�� If �a� q�� � D � ��q� L� then ��q�� � ��q� � � or ��q�� 
 ��q�	


� If ��q� � � and ��q� L� � �� then for all ��r 	 �r there exists a true state q
such that D � f�a� q� � a � ��rg � ��q� L��





Lemma ��� For every L�modal automaton A and state q � Q with ��q� � r� there
is a modal formula �q in the language L such that for any L�model �M� s� it holds�
�A� q� accepts �M� s� i� s � �q�

Proof�

All models� formulas and automata to which we refer to in the proof will be in
the language L � ��p��r�� Let A � �Q� ���� be a modal automaton� and q � Q�
By induction on ��q� � r we prove that the class of models accepted by �A� q� is
closed under r�bisimulation� Since there are only a 	nite number of r�bisimulation
classes and any class is characterized by a modal formula of degree r� the result
follows�

� If ��q� � �� let �M� s�� �M�� s�� be two ��bisimilar models with �M� s� ac�
cepted by �A� q�� Then L�s� � L�s�� and ��q� L�s�� � �� By the second
property of a modal automata� for all ��r 	 �r there exists a true state
q such that D � f�a� q� � a � ��rg � ��q� L�s���� and the Duplicator can
choose the following marking in the game on �M�� s��� m�a� q� �� succa�s

���
m�a� q� �� � if q � q� If ��r � fa � succa�s�� � �g� the marking m agrees with
D � f�a� q� � a � ��rg � ��q� L�s���� and the Spoiler can only choose a pair
�s�� q�� Since q is a true state� the model �M�� s�� is accepted by �A� q��

� Suppose ��q� � r�� and let �M� s�� �M�� s�� be two models which are r��
bisimilar� Let �Zk�k�r�� be an r � �bisimulation between them� Suppose
that �M� s� is accepted by �A� q�� A winning strategy for the Duplicator
on the game G�A� q�M�� s�� can be devised as follows� Let D and m be the
condition and marking chosen� following his strategy� by the Duplicator in
the game G�A� q�M� s�� Since L�s� � L�s��� on �M�� s�� the Duplicator can
choose the same condition D� and the following marking m�� t� � m��a� q��
i� t� � succa�s

�� and there exists t � m�a� q�� such that tZrt
�� It is easy to

verify that this marking agrees with the condition D� Then the next choice
of the Spoiler would be a pair �t�� q�� such that ��q�� � r� and there exists
a t � M with �M� t� accepted by �A� q�� and r�bisimilar to �M�� t��� Since
two r�bisimilar models are also ��q���bisimilar� by induction� we have that
�M�� t�� is accepted by �A� q��� Since this is true for any possible choice �t�� q��
of the Spoiler� the model �M�� s�� is accepted by �A� q��

�

Lemma ��� For every L�modal formula � of degree r� there exist a L�modal au�
tomaton A� � �Q� ���� and a state q � Q with ��q� � r such that �A�� q� accepts
�M� s� i� s � ��

Proof�

All models� formulas and automata to which we refer to in the proof will be in the
language L � ��p��r�� We 	rst prove the Lemma for a modal formula �T which is
the r�bisimulation type of a model T �
The automaton A�T � �Q� ���� is described as follows�

� Q � fqkt � t � T � k � rg�fqg� where qkt is the k�bisimulation type of the node
t � T � and q will be a true state �notice that Q is 	nite because for any k
there are only a 	nite number of k�bisimulation types��

�� ��qkt � L� � � if L � L�t��

�



��qk��
t � L�t�� � ff�a� qkt�� � t

� � succa�t�gg�

��q�t � L�t�� � ff�a� q� � a � ��rg � �
�
r 	 �rg�

��q� L� � ff�a� q� � a � ��rg � �
�
r 	 �rg�

�� ��qkt � � k� and ��q� � ��

It is clear that the automaton A�T � �Q� ���� is modal� Consider the state
qr
srT
� that represents the r�type of the root srT of T � We claim that �A�T � q

r
srT
�

acceptsM i�M is r�bisimilar to T �

Suppose 	rst that �A�T � q
r
srT
� acceptsM� De	ne the relations Zk 	M � T for

k � �� � � � � r as follows� sZkt i� �A�T � q
k
t � accepts �M� s��

We prove that the relations �Zk�k�f������rg de	ne an r�bisimulation betweenM
and T �

� By hypothesis� the roots of M and T are connected via Zr� If sZkt� then
��qkt � L�s�� cannot be empty� otherwise the Duplicator could not make any
move� Hence L�s� � L�t� and s� tsatisfy the same propositional constants�

�� Suppose that sZk��t� that is� �A�T � q
k��
t � accepts �M� s�� If s� is a node in

succa�s�� then the 	rst marking m� chosen by the Duplicator will satisfy
s� � m��a� q

k
t��� for a state q

k
t� which represents the k�bisimulation type of a

node t� in succa�t�� Since �s
�� qkt�� is a possible choice for the Spoiler� �A�T � q

k
t��

accepts �M� s��� and s�Zkt
��

�� Vice versa� if t� is a node in succa�t�� then �a� q
k
t�� � D� where ��qk��

t � L�s�� �
fDg� Hence there must be a node s� � m��a� q

k
t��� and �s

�� qkt�� is a possible
choice for the Spoiler� As before� it follows that s�Zkt

��

Suppose that M is r�bisimilar to T � and 	x such a bisimulation �Zk�k�r � A
strategy for the Duplicator on G�A�T � q

r
srT

�M� srM� can be devised in such a way
that the Spoiler can only choose a pair �s� qkt � if sZkt� or a pair �s� q�� If the Spoiler
chooses a pair �s� qk��

t �� with sZk��t� the Duplicator replies with the following
marking� if q � qkt� � with t

� � succa�t�� then m�a� q� � fs� � s�Bkt
��s� � succa�s�g�

otherwise m�a� q� � �� If the Spoiler chooses a pair �s� q�t � or �s� q�� the Duplicator
replies with the following marking� m�a� q� � succa�s�� and m�a� q� � � for q � q�
It is easy to prove that following this strategy the Duplicator forces the kth

choice of the Spoiler to be a pair �s� qr�kt � with sBr�kt� if k � r� and �s� q� if k � r�
Since q is a true state� the result follows�

It remains to show the Lemma for the general case of a modal formula � of
degree r� Since there are only a 	nite number of r�bisimulation classes� we may
suppose that there is a 	nite set I of models such that

fM � srM � �g �
�

T �I

fM �M is r�bisimilar to T g�

It is then enough to prove that modal automata are closed under �nite disjunc�
tions in the sense that� for any 	nite set F of modal automata there exists a modal
automata AF which accepts exactly the models accepted by at least one of the
automata in F �
If F � �� letAF be the automaton with a single state q� ��q� � �� and ��q� L� � �

for any L 	 �p� It is clear that AF accepts the empty class of models�
Finite disjunctions can be handled by induction if we can prove that� given two

modal automata A � �Q� q� ���� and A� � �Q�� q�� ������ �� there exists a modal
automaton A�� � �Q��� q��� � �������� which accepts exactly the union of the classes of
models accepted respectively by A and A��

A�� can be de	ned as follows�

�



� Q�� � fq��g � Q �Q� where we suppose Q and Q� to be disjoint and q�� to be
a new state�

�� The functions ������� agree with the functions of A�A� on Q�P��p��Q� and
Q� �P��p�� Q�� respectively�

�� ����q��� L� � ��q� L� � ���q�� L��

�� ����q��� � maxf��q�����q��g�

It is clear that A�� is a modal automaton and accepts exaclty the union of the
classes of models accepted respectively by A� A�� �

Corollary ��
 Polymodal Logic has uniform interpolation�

Proof�

It is enough to show that if the formula � in Corollary ��� is modal� then its uniform
interpolant� considering � as a ��sentence� is also modal� This is indeed the case
because if the automaton A in the proof of Theorems �� and ��� is a modal one�
so is the automaton B in these respective proofs� �

� Negative results

We show that in	nitary modal logic� Propositional Dynamic Logic� 	rst�order logic
and monadic second�order logic do not have uniform interpolation� In fact� for
monadic second�order logic it is shown that it does not even have the weaker prop�
erty of �non�uniform� interpolation�
First we show that uniform interpolants for in	nitary modal logic formulas must

have a similar satisfaction condition as uniform interpolants for ��sentences�

Lemma 
�� If the L� in�nitary formula � is a uniform interpolant for the L in�
�nitary formula � �with L� 	 L� then for any L� model M it holds�

M � � i� there is an L�model N which is L��bisimilar to M such that N � ��

Proof�

From right to left� trivial� From left to right� suppose M � �� By a result of
Barwise and Moss �
��� see also 
��� there is an in	nitary L��formula �M which
characterizes the modelM up to bisimulation� that is� for any L��modelM��

M� � �M i� M� is L��bisimilar toM�

Consider the set of L�formulas f�� �Mg� This set must have a model� otherwise we
would have that � � ��M is valid� But since � is the uniform interpolant of ��
then � � ��M should be valid too� which cannot be� asM � � � �M � Any model
N of � � �M is L��bisimilar toM and N � �� so we are done� �

If the modelM is countable� the formula �M in the preceeding proof can be chosen
to be a formula of in	nitary modal logic that only allows countable conjunctions�
the modal variant of L	�	 �
����
In the following theorem� �non�wellfoundedness of a� denotes the property of

process graphs stating that there is an in	nite path s�
a
� s�

a
� s�

a
� � � � starting in

the source� This is a standard name in computer science literature� Mathematically
oriented readers may prefer to say that the inverse of

a
� is not wellfounded�

�



Theorem 
�� Any logic that can express � �� p � 
a���p � haip�� cannot express
non�wellfoundedness of a� and is closed under hai does not have uniform interpola�
tion�

Proof�

Suppose that � is the uniform interpolant for � with respect to the sublanguage
fag� Then � must express non�wellfoundedness of a�

For if M is non�wellfounded� say the path is s�
a
� s�

a
� s�

a
� � � �� De	ne the

interpretation of p to hold only at this path� Then clearly � holds� so � must hold
as well� Conversely� notice that if � holds� there must be some a�successor where ��
and hence �� also holds� So � j� hai�� Then by de	nition of uniform interpolants�
� j� hai�� So if some model satis	es � then it must satisfy hai�� hence some
a�successor must satisfy �� Continuing in this fashion we get an in	nite a�path� �

Note that in the above proof� if the logic under consideration is �unrestricted� in	ni�
tary modal logic� we may also use lemma �� to show that the uniform interpolant
expresses non�wellfoundedness�

Lemma 
�� Non�wellfoundedness is not expressible in in�nitary �rst�order logic�

Proof�

For this we use the notion of bounded bisimulation from de	nition ����
Suppose � is an in	nitary 	rst�order logic sentence expressing non�wellfoundedness�

As non�wellfoundedness is invariant for bisimulation� by a result of 
��� � must be
equivalent to an in	nitary modal sentence�
So � must be invariant for ��bisimulation� for some ordinal �� Consider two

models�M and N de	ned as follows�

� The domain of both is �� � that is� f� j � � �g�

�� InM� m
a
� n i� m � n�

�� N has one extra a�transition �besides those that are also present in M��
namely from � to ��

�� The root in both is ��

SoM is wellfounded �as � is wellfounded�� while N is not� because it has a loop
at its root� Nevertheless� M and N are ��bisimilar� via the sequence of relations
�Z������ with�

mZ�n i� � � m � � or m � n�

�

Corollary 
�� Uniform interpolation does not hold for in�nitary �modal� logic�
in�nitary �modal� logic with only countable disjunctions and conjunctions� nor for
PDL�

Proof�

Use that all these logics can express the formula � of lemma ��� and that all can
be embedded in the full in	nitary 	rst�order logic� �

Note that theorem ��� cannot be used for the ��calculus� as non�wellfoundedness
is expressed by �X�
a�X �
The result tells us something about the problem of constructing automata for

PDL� As PDL is contained in the ��calculus� for every PDL�formula there is a ��
automaton equivalent to it� As uniform interpolation does not hold for PDL� the set

�



of automata that correspond to PDL�formulas cannot be closed under the simple
operations that we used in theorems �� and ���� Likewise� automata for in	nitary
modal logic �say using in	nitely many states� should not blindly copy the blueprint
for ��automata �rather� automata for in	nite modal logic should be modeled after
games for in	nite modal logic� for which one may consult 
����

We conclude this section with negative results for 	rst�order and second�order logics�
Neither of these results are new� theorem ��� may already be found on page ��
of 
�� and for theorem ��� one may also consult 
���

Theorem 
�
 First�order logic does not have uniform interpolation�

Proof�

We consider the identity � as a logical symbol� a formula containing only � as a
relation symbol therefore has an empty language�
Let ��R� be the 	rst�order sentence expressing that R is a irre�exive� transitive

and serial �that is� �x��y�xRy�� Suppose � is a uniform interpolant for ��R� with
respect to the empty language� � may thus only contain �� � must be true precisely
in the in	nite models�
For suppose M is an in	nite model� We may orderM with a serial ordering�

because if the cardinality ofM is � then the ordinal �� � has the same size� and
this latter set clearly has a serial ordering� Thus there is a relation R onM such
that �M� R� j� ��R�� ��R� implies �� soM j� ��
Conversely� supposeM j� �� Let �
n be the sentence expressing that there are

at least n �  elements in the domain� As ��R� implies �
n for every n � N� �
must also imply all of these sentences� ThusM j� f�
n j n � Ng� henceM must
be in	nite�
As in	nity cannot be expressed in 	rst�order logic �use compactness or

Ehrenfeucht�Fra!"ss#e games�� we have a contradiction� �

Remark	 We could also prove this along the lines of our negative results for in�
	nitary modal logic� In theorem ��� we may take as � the 	rst�order formula
P �sr���x��P �x� � �y��xRay�P �y��� Everything then works the same� its uniform
interpolant must express non�wellfoundedness of a� To prove that this property is
not expressible in 	rst�order logic there is a very simple proof� non�wellfoundedness
is invariant for bisimulation� so any 	rst order formula expressing this must be
equivalent to a 	nitary modal formula� Lemma ��� tells us that no modal formula
can express non�wellfoundedness� so this gives us the desired contradiction�

Second�order logic� which may quantify over relations of arbitrary arity clearly
has uniform interpolation� simply quantify over the relations that we wish to leave
out� As it turns out� monadic second�order logic� in which only quanti	cation over
unary predicates is allowed �besides ordinary 	rst�order quanti	cation of course��
does not even have Craig Interpolation�

Theorem 
�� Monadic second�order logic does not have interpolation�

Proof�

Let ��
� be a sentence expressing that 
 is a strict �that is� irre�exive� linear
order� Let ��
� be the conjunction of the following�

� 
 has a least point �which we�ll refer to as min� and a greatest point �max��

�� Either x � max or x has a direct successor S�x��

�



�� �Induction��

�P��
P �min� � �x���x � max � P �x�� � P �S�x����� �x�P �x��

��
� � ��
� can only be true in 	nite models� Any linear ordering 
 on a 	nite
models must be of the form s� 
 s� 
 � � � 
 sn� so on 	nite models ��
� implies
��
�� Thus ��Ra� � ��Ra� j� ��Rb� � ��Rb�� An interpolant � for these two
formulas will be a sentence that contains only atomic formulas of the form x � y�
This sentence will express 	niteness�
For supposeM is 	nite� say its universe is fs�� � � � � sng� De	ne Ra by siRasj i�

i 
 j� Clearly thenM j� ��Ra� � ��Ra�� SoM j� ��
For the converse� suppose M j� �� We may order the domain of M linearly

and denote this ordering by Rb� Because � is the interpolant� �M� Rb� j� ��Rb��
��Rb�� As ��Rb� holds in �M� Rb�� ��Rb� must also hold there� But thenM must
be 	nite�
As 	niteness cannot be expressed in monadic second�order logic �use Ehrenfeucht�

Fra!"ss#e games for this logic� see 
��� we have a contradiction� �

� Further research

We have shown uniform interpolation for the ��calculus and for polymodal logic�
using automata� Uniform interpolation turned out not to hold for in	nitary modal
logic and PDL� For the latter we used that non�wellfoundedness cannot be expressed
in either logic� RPDL �Repeat PDL� cf� 
� and 
��� is a logic that contains for
every program � a statement repeat��� true precisely at those states at which
an in	nite ��sequence commences� So non�wellfoundedness may be expressed in
RPDL� Does uniform interpolation hold in RPDL$
We have in this paper only concerned ourselves with the class of all models for

our language� Uniform interpolation could also be studied for more restricted classes
of models� Things are di�erent there� for instance� uniform interpolation in the class
of transitive� re�exive models �S�� does not hold for modal logic �
���� 
��� Does it
hold for the ��calculus$ Or even for PDL �as in that case non�wellfoundedness can
be expressed� namely by ��$
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